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A US analyst says the key pro-Israeli neo-con elements who ran the former George Bush administration’s 

foreign and military policies and planned the 9/11 attacks are now running the campaign of Republican 

presidential nominee Mitt Romney. 

 

 

Rejecting US President Barack Obama administration‟s official account that the alleged 

mastermind of the 9/11 terror incidents in 2001, Osama Ben Laden, was killed by American 

forces and then dumped in the ocean, Kevin Barrett said in a Press TV article, “Real perpetrators 

of the 9/11 attacks are still at large.”  

“And what's worse is that they control most of the United States Federal Court system and 

mainstream media, and are running the campaign of presidential candidate Mitt Romney,” he 

adds.  
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According to Barrett, Romney's top foreign policy advisor Rabbi Dov Zakheim is “one of the 

leading suspected hands-on designers and controllers of the Israeli-instigated 9/11 false-flag 

operation.” 

 

The analyst further added that Zakheim, who was appointed on May 4, 2001 as the Comptroller 

of the US Defense Department, was responsible for the loss of over USD 2.3 trillion in Pentagon 

funds - equivalent to five times its annual budget - which was announced by the then Secretary 

of Defense Donald Rumsfeld on September 10, 2001, just a day before the 9/11 events.  

 

The huge and mysterious loss of funds was actually estimated to be USD 9.1 trillion by CIA 

whistleblower Susan Lindauer, the article added.  

 

“So what happened to the Pentagon's missing 2.3 trillion dollars (or 9.1 trillion dollars if you 

believe Susan Lindauer)?” Barrett asked. “The one thing we know for sure is that it has never 

been found...at least not officially. Lindauer says insiders know it was embezzled by agents of 

Israel. Interestingly, the Comptroller of the Pentagon - the man who was running the Pentagon's 

finances - was a known Israeli agent, Rabbi Dov Zakheim. (Yes, he really is a rabbi!)”  

 

Quoting a recently-retired senior military affairs journalist at the Naval Postgraduate School in 

Monterrey, California, Barbara Honegger, Barrett said, “The 9/11 attack on the Pentagon 

targeted the accountants who were on the trail of the missing trillions” and were killed in a 

“surgical bombing” that was carried out under the cover of “a nonexistent hijacked 757 crash at 

the Pentagon.”  

 

Zakheim, according to the article, is not the only “9/11 suspect” tied to Romney's presidential 

campaign. “Another is Sheldon Adelson, the Las Vegas mafia kingpin, who gave 100 million 

dollars to Romney, thereby buying Romney's eternal enslavement to the looney-tunes Likud 

faction in Israel.”  

 

Adelson, the article added, “is reputedly linked to the same Likudnik crime mob that includes 

most of the key perpetrators of the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Center, including „Lucky 

Larry‟ Silverstein, Frank Lowy, and Lewis Eisenberg - the mobsters who stepped forward to take 

the money-hemorrhaging, asbestos-ridden Twin Towers off of New York City's hands, and set 

up an extralegal demolition, „urban renewal by other means,‟ to be blamed on Israel's enemies.”  

 

Furthermore, the US analysts added that “the Likud crime mob that orchestrated and carried out 

9/11” does not merely run the Romney campaign and the US federal courts, but are also in 

control of vast majority of American and global media outlets as well. “It isn't just that the 

people who own and run the media tend to be Jewish and pro-Zionist, as CNN's Rick Sanchez 

observed shortly before he was fired.”  

 

“The problem is that only six corporations control 90% of the media in America. And whether or 

not those six corporations are entirely owned by the Rothschilds, the founding family and true 

owners of Israel, they are obviously owned and controlled by the Zionists, as anyone who 

follows media coverage of the Middle East can see. By far the single most powerful force behind 
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the 9/11 cover-up is the complicity of big media, which have taken every available opportunity 

to hide the true facts of 9/11, and trumpet the genocidal myth that Muslims were responsible.”  

 


